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Why Opinion Propagation in Online 
Forum Threads?

Online forums are very popular among Internet users

A mixture of positive and negative opinions 

There are multiple applications in the real world  



Opinion Concept

The definition given in the Oxford Dictionary
“A view or judgement formed about something, not necessarily based on fact or 
knowledge”
“A statement of advice by an expert on a professional matter”

Computational perspective (Ding et al., 2008)
Target entity
Holder
Sentiment
Timestamp

X. Ding, B. Liu, and P. S. Yu, "A holistic lexicon-based approach to opinion mining," presented at the Proceedings of the 2008 
International Conference on Web Search and Data Mining, Palo Alto, California, USA, 2008.



Related Work vs. 
Our Original Contribution

Related Work: Drawbacks
The Voter Model, The Sznajd Model, The Deffuant Model, The Hegselmann-
Krause Model 
(-) The propagation of opinions in the networks (e.g. the Watts-Strogatz network 
model or the Barabási-Albert network model)
(-) Opinions are numerical values, randomly assigned to individuals
(-) The interactions over time between neighboring individuals are also randomly 
established

Our Original Contribution: Opinion Propagation in Forum 
Threads

Our method consists in determining whether, until a given time step, the users in 
discussion are in agreement or continue to have different or even contrary 
opinions.

(+)  We take into account the opinions written by users
(+) We use the real-world’s online forum threads
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Concepts 

Noun Term Vocabulary
All distinct noun terms on which the users UDT(tτ) expressed their opinions and 
that are semantically related to one of the noun terms by which the subject SDT is 
written 
Vd

DT(tτ) = {n1, n2, ..., nd}denotes a d-dimensional vocabulary of noun terms at 
time step tτ, τ ∈ℕ*



Concepts 

Discrete Opinion Space 
The opinions of each user u ∈ UDT(tτ) on the noun terms from the vocabulary 
Vd

DT(tτ) can be represented by a vector in a d-dimensional discrete opinion space 
OSd

DT = {-1, 0, +1}d

od
DT(tτ) = [o1 o2 … od]

T denotes an opinion vector at time step tτ, τ ∈ ℕ*, in the 
d-dimensional discrete opinion space OSd

DT

The opinion entries ok can take one of the following sentiment scores: -1, 0, or +1

Observation!
If the user u ∈ UDT(tτ) does not express his opinion on the noun term sk ∈ Vd

DT(tτ) 
until time step tτ, τ ∈ ℕ*, then we consider the value 0 for the entry ok ∈ od

DT
(tτ)
If until time step tτ, τ ∈ℕ*, the user u ∈ UDT(tτ) gives more opinions on a noun 
term, then only his last opinion is taken into consideration



Concepts 
Term-User Opinion Matrix

We construct a d×n term-user matrix AT-U(tτ) = [A1(tτ) A2(tτ) … An(tτ)] at 
time step tτ, τ ∈ℕ*

n denotes the number of users in the set UDT(tτ)
Each column Au(tτ) = [a1,u(tτ) a2,u(tτ) … ad,u(tτ)]

T corresponds to a user u ∈
UDT(tτ) and denotes the d-dimensional opinion vector of the user u ∈ UDT(tτ) in 
the discrete opinion space OSd

DT

User-User Similarity Matrix 
We construct a n×n user-user similarity matrix BU-U(tτ) at time step tτ, τ∈ℕ*
The entry of the row kth and of the column hth of the matrix BU-U(tτ) is 
denoted by bk,h(tτ) and represents the similarity between users k and u ∈
UDT(tτ) from the perspective of the opinion vector expressed by these 
users

• bk,h(tτ) = sim(Ak(tτ) = [a1,k(tτ) a2,k(tτ) … ad,k(tτ)]
T, Ah(tτ) = [a1,h(tτ) a2,h(tτ) 

… ad,h(tτ)]
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Problem Formalization

The Problem of User-Level Opinion Propagation in Online Forum 
Threads:
Input:   Given, at time step tτ, τ ∈ ℕ* , a subset of users U’DT(tτ) ⊂ UDT(tτ) 
who have similar opinion vectors for any time step ti, ti ≥ tτ, (i.e. bu2u1 ≤ ε1, 
� u2, u1 ∈ U’DT(tτ)) and who initiated the opinion propagation process at time 
step tτ
Goal: A user u ∈ UDT(tj) \ U’DT(tτ) is considered to be influenced, at time step 
tj,  tj > tτ by the opinion propagation only if the following condition is met:

bu3,u(tτ)  ≤ bu1,u(tj) + ε2

where u3 ∈ UDT(tj) \ U’DT(tτ), � u1 ∈ U’DT(tτ)  and the parameters ε1, ε2 can be 
learned from a corpus or be heuristically set.

We study the case in which tτ = t1 and the set U’DT(t1) = {u1}

The opinion vector of the user u
should be dissimilar to the opinion 

vectors of the users UDT(tj) \ U’DT(tτ))

The opinion vector of the user u
should be similar to the opinion 

vectors of the users U’DT(tτ)



Proposed System

Step 1: Preprocessing
• tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, syntactic parsing, and coreference 

resolution



Proposed System

Step 2: Opinion Extraction
• The Stanford Dependencies:

• binary semantic relations in a sentence between a governor and a 
dependent (abbreviated_relation_name(governor, dependent))

• “dobj”, “nsubj”, “amod”, “acomp”, “advmod”, “xcomp ”, “neg”
• For example, “nsubj” (nominal subject): the governor is any 

adjective, and the dependent is a noun term
• For the sentence “ The movie is interesting” the Stanford 

dependencies are: det (movie, The), nsubj (interesting, movie), 
cop ( interesting, is), root (ROOT, interesting)

Governor 
word

Governor 
word Dependent wordDependent word

relation_namerelation_name



Extracts pairs (noun_term, 
opinion_word) by using the dependency 
relations considered for opinion mining

Proposed System

Step 3: Noun Term Vocabulary Construction



Proposed System

Step 3: Noun Term Vocabulary Construction

We remove the noun terms that are not 
relevant to the subject of the forum 

thread

The identification of the nouns terms in 
the subject of the forum thread

The extraction of pairs (noun_term, 
opinion_word) by using the dependency 
relations considered for opinion mining



Proposed System

Step 4: User‐user similarity matrix construction
Opinion Lexicon Opinion Lexicon

Dimension
Sentiment Categories Characteristics

SentiWordNet  3.0 
(based on WordNet 
3.0)

155,287 words
from 117,659 
synsets

Each word has a score 
ranging between 0 and 1 for 
each positive, negative, or 
neutral sentiment category.

• It is semi-automatically 
generated.

• It distinguishes between parts 
of speech of the opinion 
words.

Micro-WNOp
(based on WordNet 
2.0)

1,960 words from 
1,105 synsets 

Each word has a score 
ranging between 0 and 1 for 
each positive, negative, or 
neutral sentiment category.

• It is manually generated.
• It distinguishes between parts 

of speech of the opinion 
words.

MPQA Subjectivity 
Lexicon

8,221 words Each word is in one of the 
following sentiment 
categories: positive, negative, 
both (positive and negative), 
or neutral.

• It is semi-automatically 
generated.

• It distinguishes between 
parts of speech of the 
opinion words.

Bing Liu’s Opinion 
Lexicon
(based on WordNet 
2.0)

6,786 words Each word is in one of the 
following sentiment 
categories: positive or 
negative. 

• It is semi-automatically 
generated.

• It does not distinguish 
between parts of speech of 
the opinion words.
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Dataset 

We use the Internet Argument Corpus (IAC)
• http://www.4forums.com
• A dataset freely available
• Each discussion thread is saved in the JSON format



Results  for  Forum Thread 1
t49 t100 t149

u6 u6 u6



Results  for Forum Thread 2
t60 t121 t192

u6 u6 u6
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Conclusions

More research on information propagation, but little on opinion 
propagation in social media

It is useful to solve the opinion propagation problem because of its 
multiple applications in the real world

We proposed a user-level opinion propagation analysis method in 
online forum threads, by combining opinion mining and natural 
language processing techniques

The results of our method for the opinion propagation problem 
depend on the opinion mining techniques we use



Future Work

Application of our opinion propagation analysis method to other 
online forum threads

Analysis of users’ behavior in the opinion propagation process in 
online forum threads

Study of the opinion propagation problem in different types of social 
media, such as blogs and online social networks (e.g. Twitter), in 
order to detect and describe the opinion propagation process in these 
media



Thank You!

Questions


